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Description
The Socket & See LOCKKIT420 is an expertly
designed toolkit essential for professional electrical
testing. The standout component of this set is the
VIP200 Voltage Tester, which meets the highest
safety standards, including CAT IV 600V, BS EN61010,
and HSE GS38. This tester efficiently measures AC
and DC voltages from 6V to 400V across six
calibrated steps, delivering accurate and reliable
readings necessary for various electrical tasks.

Included in the toolkit is the SP400 Professional
Proving Unit, securely stored within the durable SAFE
CASE. This configuration ensures both the VIP200 and
SP400 are protected against potential damage in
tough work environments. The SP400 plays a critical
role in confirming the accuracy and safety of the
VIP200, enhancing the reliability of the testing
process.

A key feature of the LOCKKIT420 is the LOCK PACK,
which contains three adjustable locking devices,
each with a personalized 3-digit combination. These
locks are crucial for preventing unintended
activation of electrical systems, thereby increasing

safety and ensuring compliance with safety
regulations.

Together, the VIP200 and SP400 form a formidable
duo for electrical testing, with the LOCK PACK
adding an essential layer of safety. This setup ensures
that professionals can conduct their tasks with both
confidence and precision, making the LOCKKIT420
an invaluable asset for electricians and engineers
prioritising safety and efficiency.

■ VIP200 Voltage Tester adheres to CAT IV 600V, BS
EN61010, and HSE GS38 standards.

■ Accurately measures AC/DC voltage in six steps
from 6V to 400V.

■ SP400 Proving Unit supports accurate and secure
testing, ensuring device reliability.

■ LOCK PACK includes three customisable 3-digit
combination locks for enhanced security.

■ SAFE CASE offers robust protection for the VIP200
and SP400.

■ Designed for durability and reliability in
challenging environments.

■ Compact and ergonomic design, making it easy
to handle and operate in confined spaces.

■ Ideal for professionals requiring precise and
secure electrical testing tools.

LOCK KIT 420
 Complete Safe Isolation

& LOTO Solution


